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Abstract

Orbital Kondo effect is treated in a model, where additional to the
conduction band there are localized orbitals with energy not very far from
the Fermi energy. If the hopping between the conduction band and the
localized heavy orbitals depends on the occupation of the conduction band
orbital then orbital Kondo correlation occurs. The assisted hopping vertex
is enhanced due to the Coulomb interaction between the heavy orbital and
the conduction band. The enhanced hopping resul ts in mass enhancement and
at t ract ive interaction in the conduction band. The superconductivity
transition temperature is calculated. The models of this type can be
applied to the high-T superconductors where the non-bonding oxygen
orbitals of the apical oxygens play the role of heavy orbi ta ls . For an
essential range of the parameters the T obtained is about 100K.

§1. Introduction

The origin of the attractive interaction in high-Tc superconductors discovered five

years ago1 is far from being clear in spite of the tremendous effort of the last years2. In

principle, there are two possibilities for finding the relevant interaction, either the largest

terms of the Hamiltonian are respoasible for it or smaller terms become relevant by many

body enhancement. Such an enhancement may be due to logarithmic corrections like in

the spin Kondo problem3.

The first logarithmic correction of orbital origin was discovered by Kondo treating

the electron scattering on an atom moving between two positions4. In that problem the

potential due to the heavy particles is screened by the conduction electrons like in the

X-ray absorbtion problem solved by Nozieres and de Dominicis1, but the hopping between

the two positions can be induced also by conduction electrons (assisted

hopping or tunneling). The form factors in the scattering amplitudes of

those processes are responsible for the non-commutative nature of the

couplings leading to logarithmic corrections . I t was shown also that the

behaviour of this kind is not restr icted to the two-site problem but appears

in the case of hopping on many s i t e s , as well

The possibility of generating attractive interaction between the conductions (light)

electrons via localized (heavy) orbitals has been suggested by Barnes8 and Cox9 who

raised the idea that the excitations between states split by the crystaline field and the related

logarithmic corrections may be important. On the other hand, one of the authors10"12

suggested that the hoppings between a heavy site and one of the nearest light sites are
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of importance as well, the hopping rate, however,must be influenced by the occupation of

the light site. Such a hopping may be due to the dependence of the size of an orbital on

the occupation number as a consequence of the on site Coulomb repulsion, which change

in size affects the overlap10. That can be also due to the off-diagonal Coulomb integrals,

where three of the atomic wave functions belong to a light site and one to a heavy one13.

It was shown that in this case the couplings scale to strong coupling due to the form

factors just like in case of the TLS10 '11. Superconductivity can be generated also by

processes in which one heavy and one conduction electron (hole) axe in the intermediate

state10 '1 '. It has been pointed out that symmetries of the orbitals are crucial in obtaining

attractive electron-electron interaction, which symmetries appear as the relative signs of

the neighboring heavy and light orbitals in the overlap regions compared to the similar

signs between the light orbitals11 l l2. Considering the conduction band formed in the CuO?

plane the extra heavy orbitals must have odd parity11. Well localized orbitals with odd

parity are the non-bonding p—orbitals (px and pa) of the apex oxygen located above or

below the Cu forming the Cv.Oi plane12 (see Fig.l). These orbitals have a non zero overlap

with the next neighbour oxygens. According to the band structure calculations the apex

oxygens contributes to the flat bands just below the Fermi energy1*.

Concerning the mechanism of the superconductivity, the apex oxygen has attracted

increasing interest and even the role of the dynamical motion of the apex oxygens was

suggested15'16. There are experimental indication16 that the distance of the apex oxygen

measured from the plane is in correlation with the superconducting transition temperature,

namely the smaller the distance the larger the Tc is. The earlier studies clearly show that

the assisted hopping to and off the heavy orbitals alone can not result in strong attractive

interaction. The Coulomb interaction between the heavy and the conduction electrons

is needed to get an enhanced effective electron-electron coupling gcff in the conduction

band10'11, as the off-diagonal Coulomb integral is small (0.1 eV) compared to the band

width.

In the present model the screening by the Coulomb interaction occurs between the

electrons in the CuOi plane and the non-bonding orbitals pr and py of the apex oxygen.

The Coulomb interaction is the largest between the apex oxygen and the nearest Cu-site

in the plane (see Fig.l.cJ and is somewhat smaller between the next-neighbor oxygens (see

Fig.l.d). Considering the Cu site, the large on-site Coulomb repulsion is important as
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strong on-site correlations and magnetic moments are present. In order to demonstrate

that such correlation are not affecting the basic structure of the present theory two extreme

cases illustrated in Fig.s l.c and l.d will be considered, and also the slave boson technique

will be outlined. The two cases are:

case A: there is no on-site correlation on the Cu site and the screening Coulomb

integral U is taken between the apex oxygen and the copper.

case B: magnetic moment is formed at the Cu site which prEuants large hopping motion

through the Cu, thus the direct 0 — 0 hopping t' dominates the band formation in CuO?

plane and therefore, the screening Coulomb repulsion V occurs between the apex and

in-plane oxygens.

These two models represent two extreme cases which are oversimplified by ignoring the

Coulomb terms of longer range, where further screenings are relevant as well. By showing

that the formationjof superconductivity are similar in these two cases it is demonstrated

that the suggested mechanism must work for a large class of models including the more

realistic intermediate cases. The strength of the attractive interaction is however, sensitive

on the details of model.

The Kondo-like logarithmic correction like InD/\Sk\ are not infrared divergent, since

in addition to the high energy band width cutoff D the energy of the heavy orbital |£j,|

measured from the Fermi energy is applied as a low energy cutoff . According to band

structure calculation14, an essential part of the band is about 0.2eV below the Fermi-energy

thus \DJ£>,\ ~ 10. Therefore the use of the logarithmic approximation is not completely

justified, where the terms with the highest power of the logarithmic factors are collected

in a given order of the perturbation theory.

The logarithmic terms are generated in two different ways:

(i) each hopping to the heavy site is followed by building up a screening cloud which is

associated with a large vertex enhancement17,

( i i ) the form factors associated with the assisted hopping play two roles.

As the bare vertex enhanced by screening has a form factor, therefore

the structure of the form factor can be modified, thus new couplings

are generated10'11. That modification results in further enhancement

of the vertex. On the other hand, in the usual case without form factor

the light electron-electron scattering amplitude does not have

logarithmic corrections due to the processes where a heavy and light

electron are in the intermediate state. Actually, both the electron-

electron and the electron-hole channel contributes by
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logarithmic terms, but they cancel exactly. That is, however, not the case in the

present model, as these two processes axe associated with different form factors, thus

their sum is different from zero and in this way the generated vertex may depend on

the momenta of the incoming and outgoing electrons1 l i12 . The resulting interaction

can be attractive producing s- or i-wave pairing.

In almost all of the other logaritmic problems the self-energy correction^ occur with

lower power of the logarithm than the leading vertex corrections. The present case of

superconductivity is different, as the generated interaction gtff between the light electrons

are of interest in contrast to the other cases where only the light and heavy particle vertex is

calculated. Therefore, the induced electron-electron scattering interaction occurs parallel

with the self-energy corrections, which are related to the light electron-hole vertex by a

Ward identity. Thus they must be calculated simultaneously to obtain the superconducting

transition temperature. The self-energy correction with enhanced vertices can result in

large mass enhancement. That wave function renormalization described by the strength

of the pole Z in the one particle Green's function can limit the strength of the induced

effective electron-electron coupling gcfj- In this way a flat maximum occurs in gcff versus

the screening Coulomb strength U as the large vertex correction are compensated by the

factor containing Z <£ 1. The value of the maximum strength of the attractive coupling

is gt/f — —2/3. The superconductive transition temperature is almost independent of the

couplings for a large range of parameters (U, i) in contrast to the sensitive change in the

many-body mass corrections. In this way the transition temperature Tc is about a tenth

of the heavy orbital energy Eh, thus Tc ~ O.le^ {£/, ~ 0.1 - 0.2 eV) for a large range of the

parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. The model is outlined in §2. The vertex corrections

due to the Coulomb interactions U and U' are calculated separately in §3. The enhanced

mass is evaluated in §4 and the induced electron-electron interaction in §5. The supercon-

ducting transition temperature is determined in §6 and the role of the on-site Coulomb

repulsion on the Cu atom is discussed in §7. The results obtained are discussed in §8.

Finally we mention, that on the heavy orbitals of the apex oxygen holes are created,

but the calculation is presented for £>, > 0. The results are obviously valid for the realistic

case £•;, < 0 due to the electron-hole symmetry.
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§2. The model

The model proposed consistjof twt electron bands in the tight binding approximation:

the broad light (1) band with bandwidth D and the narrow heavy (h) one with energy

£A (|e*| <• D) measured from the Fermi energy eF. The /-orbitals can be found on each

atom. The A-orbitals are located at some of the atoms in the cell and they have overlap

only with i-orbitals on the nearest atoms: e.g. a two dimensional square lattice depicted

on Fig.la, where the ft-orbitals are at the corners and the /-band is formed by the orbitals

at, ay and b at the middle of the sides and at corners, respectively. One possible choice

of the symmetry of the orbitals conesponds to the CuO2 plane with px (az) ; pv (a,) and

dxi-yi (6), while the two heavy labelled by 7 = x,y are of p r - and pj,-type (see Fig.l).

In the YBa2Cui0-;-s compounds a possible representation of the ft-orbihals are the two

non-bonding p-orbitals on the bridging oxigens located below or above the Cu sites in the

CuOi plane.

For the square lattice case the hopping Hamilton]an can be given in the terms of the

annihilation operators aH|j>lr, is.u and fts,T,<r, where n stands stands for the position of the

cell, the spin is a = ±1 and the labels (n, S) of the o-operators are defined not in unique

way as (n, S) stands for the position (rt + S/2)a where Jis (±l;0) or (0; ±1) for site az and

ay, respectively and the lattice constant is a. Thus

+ tk h]. a +t' Y p.-, a' a.,, + (h.c.)
(2.1)

where £6 is an energy splitting, t, t' and tfc are hopping parameters {th <£ t, t') furthermore,

PT , pt p ^ d P~ stand for the relative signs of the real wave functions in the overlap

regions. For the nearest neighbor hopping between oxygens in the CitOi plane p- = —p -

holds and for the next to nearest neighbors p- - = p . - = ±1 with - (+) sign if 6 — 6'

is parallel (perpendicular) to the (1.1) direction and for the bridging oxigen P , = P -

if 6 is parallel with 7 = x,y and zero otherwise.
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The happing t^ between the h— and /—sites will be taken into account as a broadening

of the fc-orbitals (w), which may serve as a low energy cutoff in the logarithmic integrals.

Thus that hopping is not taken into account in the actual calculations. The part of Eq.(2.1)

due to the J-orbitals can be diagonalized and only one of the three bands is kept which

crosses the Fermi energy. In the new band the annihilation operator is denoted by <ffc,,,

where k is the momentum. The contributions of the <i-band to the Fourier transforms of

the at, ay and b operators are

ak,s,r = 4>s(k)<lk,, and h,* = <^(fc)<4,<,, (2.2)

where S = x,y and the coefficients <j> will be given in Ref. l l .

The interaction Hamiltonian Htnt consists of two parts H,nt — tiu + ti\, where

( 2 - 3 )

71,7

a,a'

and

H-.=l Y" P,
n,6,-f,<T

a- a\T a . (2.4)

where U and U' are the Coulomb integrals and i is the amplitude of the assisted hopping.

The possible role of tntra /- band Coulomb term will be discussed at the end, while the

intra ft-band i orrelations are taken into account in the renormalized parameter si, which

can be used if only the single excitation of smallest energy are considered at each ft-site and

the other excitations shifted in energy due to the large Coulomb interaction are ignored.

The direct hopping t leads to the width w of the heavy band, thus it can be taken into

account by replacing the lower cutoff |£j,I hy Max ( I EvJ ' w-*'

The renormalization is carried out in two steps

(i) Vertex corrections: In the leading logarithmic approximation Hu results in the cor-

rections iU"\nn \D/e\ (n=1.2.3...) to the vertex i (see Fig.2a,b), where s is the largest

of the energy variables e = Max(|u|, |£j,|, |ui|)

(ii) Self-energy and induced interaction between the conduction electrons: In the next to

leading logarithmic approximation the self-energy proportional to uiP]nD/6 and the

/-particle four vertex function — P lnD/c (see Fig.2c,d).

- 6 -
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In the present treatment the logarithmic vertex correction to the Coulomb vertices

shown in Fig.3 cancels out as they describe static potential represented by the ft-particle,

thus the scattering strength U and U' are not renormalized. In step (i) and (ii) the h-

orbitals at different sites contribute separately. Joint contributions of different sites are

relevant only in higher logarithmic orders which are neglected.

Intermediate states with two (-particles do not contribute to step (i) as the only

logaritmic contribution arises from the particle-particle channel in the case where total

momentum is zero. The latter case is important in the superconducting gap equation, but

not in step (i).

The form factor responsible for the orbital Kondo-eifect arises from the Fourier trans-

form of the Hamiltonian H-t, given by equation (2.4). In momentum representation Hi has

the form

where £/, = ky + fc2 ~ &3i the notation given by Eq.s(2.2) is introduced, 6 = x if S = x or

—x and S = y if 8 = y or — y. N is the number of unit cells in the sample.

In the calculation several approximations will be applied. The momentum integrals

are split to an energy integral perpendicular to the Fermi surface and to a momentum

integral on the Fermi surface. So

u2fc a2 1

where AS* is a surface element of the Fermi surface, n is the unit vector directed from

the center of the Brillouin zone to the surface element AS, kp(ii) and VF(K) is the Fermi

wave vector and the Fermi velocity, respectively. Furthermore, the form factor appearing

in Eq.{2.5) and the wave functions <f>t(k) {S = x,y) and <f>i,(k) are replaced by their values

taken at the Fermi surface, like

- h)Sa/2

and

(2.8)
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§3. Vertex corrections

In the vertex equation three diagrams generate the strong renormalization of t which

are depicted in Fig.2b. The summation of these diagrams are performed in the 'parquet'

approximation. As i ia a small variable (\t\ •< \U\), the equation are linearized in f; thus

two h-particle intermediate states are not included. The parquet equation for vertex i can

be written in a schematic form as

u

(3.1)

where the momentum integrals and the coefficient are not represented and an w indepen-

dent U must be taken. The variable e represents the smallest energy denominator in the

one /»-part:cle and one J-particle (hole) channel.

The differential form of Eq.(3.1) is the scaling equation

(3.2)

The vertex corrections are calculated in two special cases A and B, where the vertex

equations can be solved.

Case A. ((' = U' = 0)

The details of the solution of the vertex Eq.s(3.2) are presented in Ref.ll, where

the diagrams of type presented in Fig.2b are summed up. The Coulomb interaction U is

local, thus it is independent of the momenta (see Eq.(2.3)), therefore the lines connecting

the Coulomb interaction do not have form factors. Thus the unrenormalized form factor

exp(i(£i +k2 — tj)ia/2) appearing in Eq.{2.7) contains three momenta, kit ftj , k$, but new

vertices are generated by renormalization, where the corresponding form factors contain

only two, one or none of these momenta. In this procedure and in the generated electron-

electron interaction two types of average of the form factors occur:

- 8 -

(3.3)

and

I
where po is the partial density of states at a b site:

{u]

(3-5)

The solution of the vertex Eq. contains different terms proportional to {Djt)2f>"v,

{D/e)f°u and 1. As (D/e)<*u > l, only the terms proportional to (D/e)2^u are kept.

This renormalization leads to an effective interaction (see Eq.s(29a,b) in Ref.ll)

where kh = kt + k, - £3 and

(3.7)

with

- tiff) (3.8)

where y — x,y, which depends only on £3, but not on K\ and «2.

The quantities po, F& and F^, are calculated by using the tight binding band structure

and their explicit forms will be published elsewhere.

Case B. (t = U = 0)

In this extreme model the 6-site is left out. Thus the 6-site can contribute only to an

effective HamiStonian involving the localized spin at the i-site derived by Matsukawa and

Fukuyama22, but that will not be treated here.

In the present case the Coulomb term is given by Eq.(2.3) with U' ji 0 and V = 0,

The hopping Hamiltonian can be is diagonalized. The a^z and aty orbitals forms two
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bands, where only the upper parts of these two band are considered. Furthermore, the

Brillouin zone is shifted by the vector (ir/o, ir/a} in order to get simpler expressions. That

shift into the new Brillouin zone make changes in the formfactors which are just canceled

by the sign functions in the definition of 4>6(k) (see R.ef.19). Furthermore, the momenta

are measured from the center of the new zone and that is responsible for the sine instead

of cosine in the Hamiltonian H\ given below.

In this representation the Coulomb and the assisted hopping Hamiltonian have the

form

E (3.10)

where kt = kx + k2 — £3. The essential difference between the present case and the case

A is that in the vertex correction shown in Fig.2b all of the in- and outgoing Mines

remain associated with forms factors. Thus the unrenorraalized form factor

ei(k{ +k2-h)Sa/2

after renormalization can be changed to a more general one

(3-11)

(3.12)

with different S\, £2, Si unit vectors.

Writing the vertex t1 as a linear combination

(3.13)

the scaling equation for tl - - (w) is

dtl , r W)
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where FJJ, are similar quantities to Fjy, of the case A

- ^ f dS* rit'C
' (2x)Vo J „.(«) 2'

(3-15)

where the factor 1/2 stands for |^«(K)<^<(K')I ( see Eq.(3.4J) and the partial density of

states pa at one of the oxygens in the plane (|<£J(K}|2 = 1/2) is

a2 /" d5« 1
~ (2*)* J uF[Z)2

(3.16)

The quantity fjj, is a matrix in a four dimensional space where the components

correspond to the unit vectors i , —i, y, —y. That matrix can be diagonalized and the

vertex Eq.s(3.2) split according to the new coefficients which are tj s s in the transformed

coordinate system. The result calculated in Ref.19 consist of several terms proportional to

different powers of the quantity (DjeY"^' . In the following only the term with the highest

power fj is kept, where fj depends on the quantities F%p calculated in the tight binding

approximation and expressed in terms of the elliptical functions. These quantities depend

on the position of the Fermi levei, so that they are functions of the dimensionless quantity

The final result is

ft,(/Ct,K2|K3) = —y=(

for Sp/it' > 0.41 and

l r o/2 + cos(t1Jfa/2))(cos(t2ia/2

(3-17)

sin £iTa/2(cos fcjio/2 + cos i2

+ (cos klxa/2 + cos klya/2} sin k2la/2) x

x { cos t 3 l a /2 - cos k^ya/2)

-11-
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for £F/4r' < 0.41, where

(3.19)

and the exponent ij is plotted as a function of epjit' in Fig.4.

The logarithmic approximation is based on integral taken over the conduction

band, thus the function ffccf/it') calculated at the Fermi surface must be smeared. For

Ep/At' > 0.5 the average is in the range f\ ~ 4, thus IJ is changed by a factor of two

compared to the case A.

§4. Light particle self-energy

The heavy particle self-energy has not been calculated previously1"'11. In the lowest

order that contains three /-electron lines in the intermediate state, thus it is nonlogarithmic

except in one dimension.

The /-electron self-energy diagrams are shown in Fig.2c. In the logarithmic approx-

imation the intermediate state with the two anallest /-electron variables £i and fj must

be picked up and then both vertices are fully renormalized, but their lower cutoff must

be replaced by fi + & + |et|. A typical integral (e.g. in case A) to be calculated for the

self-energy with energy u <£ e^ is

*PoU

(4.1)

where the sign is chosen to give the correct sign of the contributions of different diagrams:

the sign + stands for the first two diagrams in Fig. 2c and sign — for the third in the case

Sh > 0 and the opposites for £/, < 0- The two vertex contribution contains also a) variables,

but its sign is not well defined. It is easy to demonstrate that the appearance of such an

ui changes the right hand side of Eq.(4.1) by factors like (1 ±4paU)~'. As the logarithmic

-12-

approximation is applied, therefore, the corrections proportional to U must be neglected.

The coefficients A and B can be calculated and

\th

, (4.2)

is obtained, furthermore B is positive and its absolute value is of order of unity for Upo «S 1

and can be large for Upa > 1. In the case of B the A(D/th) is replaced by A{Djeh} so

that in Eq.(4.2) the quantity 4pBU is replaced by 1pQUfj, where ij is shown in Fig.4.

The complete expression for the self-energy is

- sign(<rA)(,

where

(4-3)

(4.4)

which come from the first, second and third diagram in Fig.2b, respectively. In the case

A Xi = X2 = X is independent of £. Furthermore the average of xaf*)) over the Fermi

surface is

—r=r a2

J , f («) 'V =X- (4.5)

Using Eq.(4.3) the renormalized one particle Green's function is obtained as

where

and the Fenni velocity is renormalized nearby the Fermi surface as

Vf(K),

- 1 3 -

(4-6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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thus it is suppressed. The dispersion curve is plotted schematically in Fig.5. In the case

of the large renonnalization described by Z% -C 1 the large modification of the dispersion

curve is expected for ]w| < \s\\-

In the case A the expressions for x~s aie

t,p

(4.9)

(4.10)

Using the tight binding approximation x c a n be calculated for different positionjof

the Fermi energy £p. For the case A with £4 = 0 (see for definition Eq.(2.1)} \ is shown

in Fig.6. The anisotropy of the mass renonnalization is due to the term \3 which has the

anisotropy

1 hxa •+• s in 2 kya, (4.11)

where the vector (kx, ky) points to a Fermi surface element. As the amplitude of XJ{K)

does not exceed 2\, therefore the anisotropy of the Fermi velocity renonnalization is of
the order of unity.

Similar calculation can be carried out for case B. Here only the \ is shown in Fig.7.

The essential difference between case A and B is that \ ~ 0.03 and x ~* 1-

The strength of the mass enhancement can be. expressed by the avereaged value of Zt

denned by Eq.(4.7), which is

(4.12)

for the case A and x must be replaced by \ m the case B.

Finally it must be mentioned, that even a large wave function renormalization does

not play an important role in the vertex equation for t, since the Green's functions are

taken between points in the real space not further apart than the lattice constant. In that

case the Fourier transform of the Green's function multiplied by a slowly varrying function

like exp(ifcta/2)must be integrated with respect to the momentum. The result is almost

independent of the self-energy and the correction is 0(S/D).
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§5. Interaction between the light electrons

In order to treat the superconductivity in the (-band, the calculation of the generated

interaction in that band is needed for parallel and anti- parallel spin. The typical dia-

grams for the antiparallel spin are shown in Fig.2d. In the logarithmic approximation the

intermediate state with the smallest energy must be picked up and in vertices that energy-

must be used as lower cutoff.

A schematic form of the generated interaction is

u

J -e
(5.1)

without numerical factors containing the strength of the Coulomb interaction.

The generated interaction with zero total momentum can be written in the following

form for singlet (a) and triplet (t) channel

(5.2)

The calculation is straightforward in the time-ordered diagram technique. For the

anti-parallel spin channel the contribution is

M'.-r

(5.3)

where the factor of two is the conseqence that the /i-particle may have spin a or —IT.

This expression can be evaluated by using Eq.s(3.7) or (3.13) for the scattering am-

plitude. The induced interaction is constant at low energy range and drops rapidly for

higher energies {ju| > |eA|).

Case A: The renormalized vertex ( is given by Eq.s(3.6) and (3.7). As the vertex

depends only on the third K variable, therefore the first term in Eq(5.3) is independent of

the momenta and contributes to an s-wave interaction with strength 3'*'. In the second
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term the dependence on Jc and i? is factorized and given by Eq.(3.S). As Pj^ = 1, 0,

<t>t ~ sinfcja/2 (see Eq.(lla) in Ref.ll and F f = F_j (see definition (3.3)), the second

contribution is odd in variables K and K! , thus it does not have an effect in singlet super-

conductivity.

A straightforward calculation gives in the a-wave channel, that

= -2pPo<i>lxA(D/eh) (5.4)

where A and x are defined by Eq.s(4.2) and (4.9). This expression is closely related to

Z~x (see Eq.(4.1S}).

In a similar calculation for the triplet channel gives a repulsive interaction.

Case B:

Similar calculation leads to an anisotropic s-wave and d-wave interaction. The mo-

mentum dependence of the interaction

(5.5)

for the case £F/4t > 0.41 and

A kza/2 - cos2 kya/2)(cos2 k'ca/2 - cos2 fe^ (5-6)

for sFj\t < 0.41, where factors of order of unity are omitted which are given in Ref.19. In

the d-wave case the nodes are given by fcr = ±&v.

§6. Superconducting transition temperature

The induced interaction between the light particles and the self-energy are connected

by Ward identity for the total spin zero but that is valid only in the electron-hole channel

and not in the Cooper channel. These relations are due to the fact, that both occurs first

in the second order of the perturbation theory on f. Thus the induced vertex and the

self-energy must be treated simultaneously in determination of the superconducting order

parameter A which is based on the selfconsistent equation shown by diagrams in Fig.S

and also in the calculation of the transition temperature. The details are given for .s-wave

sup erconducti vity.
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In the selfconsistent equation for the order parameter each interaction V' J ' is associ-

ated with two Greens's function. Only the contribution of electrons with energy w < £j, is

kept as the vertex drops rapidly for larger energy. For the dominating low energy electrons

the strength of the pole is Zx, and their energy |w| < \eh\Z* (see Fig.5). Furthermore, the

density of states p0 for this electron is also enhanced by Z j 1 (see Eq(4.S)). The strength of

the dimensionlesa effective coupling is obtained by further multiplying by the total density

of states po<̂ j~ •

where in the last approximation Z^1 is replaced by its average over the Fermi surface (see

Eq.(4.12)). Inserting the calculated value of Z* and ff(j> given by Eq.s(4.12) and (5.4) the

following expression is obtained for the dimensionless coupling

(6.2)

If the mass renormalization is large, then the denominator is important and g-'L saturates.

The maximum value of g'h for model A is given as

\<l (6.3)

In the case of model B this result is unchanged if the s wave pairing is considered.

In the formula of the superconducting temperature Tc the cutoff for this mass enhanced

electronic excitation is \e),\Zx (see Fig.5). In this way the BCS temperature is

where the approximation Zn ~ Z- ' has been used.

The function \ appearing in Eq.(6.2) can be eliminated by the mass enhancement

m'/m = Z~l. That relation is independent of the details of the model which play impor-

tant role in the actual value of the parameter x- The results are shown in Fig.9. It clearly

shows that the highest Tc is obtained for those parameters where for the mass enhancement

1.5 < m'/m < 5 holds. It is interesting to note that Tc is a smooth function of x in that

region.
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§7. The role of the Coulomb interaction in the conduction band

7.1 On-iite Coulomb repulsion on the Cv, atoms.

The large onsite Coulomb interaction on the Cu-site TJa prevents the double occu-

pation in the realistic version of model A. The case UJU = oo can be treated by the slave

boson technique20 where the nonoccupied state at site n is associated with a boson cre-

ation operator 63 g. The Cu — O hopping is described by terms like tbs saa 6 ff6ff g (see

Eq.{2.1)). That technique is appropriate in the large JV limit, where N is the degeneracy

of the Cu state ( in the reality N=2 due to the spin). In many cases the mean field approx-

imation (&t g) = b gives a good insight into the problem. The mean value 6 is determined

by the average occupation at the d—site n^, as b2 = 1 — nj . If the dopping is characterized

by 5 and the holes are on the d~site, then 1 — nt = S. In this way the hopping rate t is

renormalized as tb = tS1'2, thus the density of states is enhanced as po —* po/b and the

band width cut-off is reduced also (D —> Db). The crucial quantity of the present theory

(see e.g. Eq.(4.2)) is replaced

- 1
4PoU

Db o U/b

-I (7.1)

The factor poU/b can be enhanced essentially (U ~ leV, po ~ 0.5eV-1.0eV and

6 ~ (51/2). In this case a strong coupling version of treatment of U is required, which would

be beyond the logarithmic approximation scheme, hi general the interaction U must be

replaced by the phase shift Sh of scattering on heavy electron

poU/b -* -tff, = - a rc t an—£—, (7.2)

where the phase shift is <Sj, ~ v/2 for large Upo/b. Thus the exponent in Eq.7.1 is ap-

proximately 2, and the quantity given by Eq.(T.l) is approximately independent of b for

D/Z'"\£it\ >• 1 in model A. Some reduction is expected for model B as 77 jt 2.
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7.2 Coulomb repulsion in superconductivity.

In the conduction band the attractive superconducting interaction gcjf is competing

with the Coulomb repulsion UQ in the conduction band. At larger energies (|wj > Jc^|Z)

the Coulomb repulsion dominates the scattering, while for |LJ| < \eh\Z both interactions

act. The conventional treatment of the Coulomb interaction at low energy is the introduc-

ing of the screened interaction21

pgUc

where Z\sh\ is replacing the Debye cutoff. If p$Uc > 1, then

1
{poUc)tff lnJ>/Z\ch\

m

Using a typical value j9/2|e/,| ~ 20, the creened value of (paUc)eff < 0-25. In this way

the residua! attractive interaction responsible for superconductivity

9cff+

is reduced by not more than 40%.

PoUc
3 4

§8 Discussion

The possible role of the assisted hopping t is demonstrated in a metallic system where

there are well localized extra (heavy) orbitals in the neighbourhood of the Fermi energy.

The assisted hopping interaction is rather *eak 21 (t ~ O.leV), but it is enhanced by

the Coulomb screening as i(D/£)l)'"'Uv
1 where r; = 2 in the model A and fj ~ 4 for the

highly occupied upper conduction band in model B {see Fig.4), thus it is large for small

doping. Further enhancement may be due to the onsite Coulomb repulsion in model A.

The introduction of the phase shift instead of the Coulomb integral provides an upper limit

of the exponent which is in the range 1-2 depending on the model and the doping.

That large vertex correction contributes to the mass enhancement (§6) and to the

induced electron-electron interaction gt/f {§") in a similar way. The gtff has an upper

limit |(?e//| < 2/3 as a consequent of the competition between the vertex corrections

and wave function renormalization. The gc/f calculated in §4 may be reduced due to the
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screened Coulomb interaction in the conduction band, but the largest reduced attractive

interaction calculated in §7 still can be in the range 0.4-0.5. The superconducting state

with the higher transitioa temperature Tc is always of 3-state. The transition temperature

is calculated in a crude way ignoring the gap anisotropy, but the result does not change

essentially. The Tc circulated is correlated with mass enhancement as it is shown on Fig.9.

The crucial question is whether the relevant parameter xP^A{jD/e*) is in the range

0.25 < < 3 (8.1)

or not, for which the Tc is relatively high (see Fig.9 and Eq.s (4.8) and (4.12)). In the

middle of that range T= varies slowly. Assuming a large Coulomb interaction for which

the phase shift 6/, ~ Jr/2 can be used, that parameter is

(8.2)

The typical value of the assisted hopping is ip0 ~ 0.1 -The tend width D - 2eV and the

averaged value of E\ entering as the low energy cutoff is the heavy particle band width

divided by 2.71 if the Fermi level is at the edge of the band. In this way ek ~ 0.2 - 0.3eV

is realistic14, thus D/eh ~ 8-10.

As 7 = 2 and x ~ 0-04 for model A and 4 > fj > 2 and x - 1 for model B, that

parameter cm be hardly at the lower edge of the interval (8.1) for model A , but it can be

easily at the upper edge in case B. Considering a more typical mode! in between these two

extreme models, the condition (8.1) can be easily satisfied. It must be mentioned that x is

further reduced by a factor of 2 if only one of the two heavy orbitals pz and pF contributes

(in case of YBa2Cu3O7-t the ps-orbital is the one nearby the Fermi energy).

The typical range of the superconducting transition temperature can be obtained by

using Eq.(6.4) with the values \ek\Z ~ O.leV, \gc/f\ ~ 0.4, where the reduction due to the

Coulomb interaction in the conduction band has already been taken into account. Using

these values the T Is about 90K, which is in the correct range. The value of

e. cannot be essentially increased without drastic reduction in the vertex

correction.

The phenomena presented take place in the CuÔ  plane and are not

essentially affected by the details of the model. The strong correlations

of orbital origin are formed when a hole jumps to the one of the heavy orbitals

by assisted hopping. As very few holes are on the heavy orbitals simultaneously,

- 20 -

the many body correlations are localized in space and are independent, thus they

are associated with single heavy orbitals. The result of these many body correlations is

the modification of the Fermi liquid parameters for the CtiO2 plane. These renormalized

parameters must be used in the treatment of the magnetism, electrical resistivity above

the transition temperature etc. in the CuO? plane.

The main conclusion of the present paper is that the orbital Kondo effect is a good

candidate to explain the attractive interaction responsible for the superconductivity, even

if the calculations are oversimplified as the logarithmic approximation is used and it is

hard to estimate the parameters. In a certain range of parameters the Tc is, however,

slowly varying function of the parameters. The correlation between the high transition

temperature Tc and the range of mass enhancement is predicted which at least does not

contradict to the experimental observations.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The CuOj plane with apex oxygen is shown, (a) Projection of the orbitals to the
CuOi plane is depicted. The non-bonding orbitals of the apex oxygens are labelled
by hx and hy. The shadowed areas of the orbitals have opposite sign to the clean
areas, (b) The position of the apex oxygen is shown below the CuOj plane, (c)-(d)
The hoppings and Coulomb interactions are shown in case A and B respectively, t
and t' denote the hopping between O and Cu and between the oxygens in the plane,
respectively. The direct hoppings are indicated by solid lines with arrows, the assisted
hoppings t by dashed lines. The Coulomb integrals between the apex oxygen and the
Cu (open circle) and apex oxygen with oxygens in the planes are indicated by double
lines with arrows and labelled by U and U', respectively.

Fig. 2. (a) The bare assisted hopping vertex is shown where the heavy line and light lines stand
for heavy and light particles, respectively. The wavy line denotes the assisted hopping
vertex, (b) Typical correction to the vertex t, where the dashed line indicates the
Coulomb interaction, (c) The light particle self-energy is shown, (d) The interaction
between the light electrons induced by the assisted tunneling is illustrated.

Fig. 3. The Coulomb corrections are shown in second order. The diagrams contribute by
logarithms, but they cancel-

Fig. 4. The exponent rj shown as a function of £F/At for the case B.
Fig. 5. The renormalization of the light electron dispersion curve is shown in the neighborhood

of the Fermi energy eF- The renormalization is essential in a range around the Fermi
energy characterized by the low energy cutoff ej,. The large mass enhancement occurs
in an energy range Zt\.

Fig. 6. The function \ characterizing the strength of the mass enhancement is shown for
different Fermi energy position for the case A and where et = 0.

Fig. 7. The same as Fig.6 for the case B.
Fig. 8. The seifconsistent equation for the gap A.
Fig. 9. The superconducting transition temperature Tc defined by Eq.(6.4) is shown versus
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